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Introduction 
In this paper, a smooth curve means an integral, complete, non-singular one- 
dimensional scheme of finite type over Q=. One can also consider a Wiemann-surface. 
I say that a smooth curve C is d-gonal if there exists a surjective morphism 
@:C+P1 of degree d. 
Let C be a smooth curve of genus g and !et Wi be as defined in Notation 4. 
Clifford’s Theorem says that a special effective divisor D on C satisfies 
2 dim( ID~)I deg(D). 
Moreover, equality 
2 dim( ID]) = deg(D) 
is only possible if C is hyperelliptic or if D is a canonical divisor on C (see e.g. 16, 
Cirapter IV, Theorem (X4)]). In [I l] it is proved that, if Olrlslg- 1, then 
dirr.i I+‘:+ ,) IS - r. 
Mere, dim(X) is used to denote the maximum of the dimensions of the irreducible 
components of X, while b(X) is the minimum of the dimensions of the ir 
reducible components of X. Moreover, if Osrlslg-2, then 
dim(W”+,)=s-r 
if and only if C is hyperclliptic. In the appendix of [12], it is proved that, if there 
exists d&Z!! with 21&g-2 such that 
dim( WJ)zd-3, 
then C is of one of the following types of curves: 
a h>rperelliptic curve; 
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a trigonal curve; 
a two-sheeted covering of an elliptic curve; 
a smooth plane curve of degree 5. 
Assume that C is not a covering of degree at least two of a smooth curve C’of genus 
at least one. In this paper, we give sufficient conditions, concerning dim( IJ$), for 
C to be f-gonal (see Theorem 6(a)). 
Let C be a non-hyperelliptic smooth curve of genus g. In [lOI and in 181, it is 
proved that c’ is (g- 1)-gonal. In [lo], it is proved that if a smooth curve of genus 
g 2 15 is not hyperelliptic and is not a two-sheeted covering of a smooth curve of 
genus two, then it is (g - 2)-gonal. Iu [9], it is proved that if a smooth curve of genus 
gr 12 is a two-sheeted covering of a smooth curve of genus two, then it is (g- 2)- 
gonal. Assume that C is not a covering. of degree at least two, of a smooth curve 
of genus at least one. In this paper, we give sufficient conditions for C to be (g-f)- 
gonal (see Theorem 6(b)). 
In Example 12, I show how the results of Theorem 4 can be sharpened. In 
particular, if a smooth curve of genus gz 13 is not a hyperelliptic curve, not a 
trigonal curve, and not a covering of degree at least two of a smooth curve of genus 
at least one, then it is (g- 2)-gonal. This result is sharper than G. Martens’ result 
mentioned before. 
Let X be a scheme of finite type over c. If we write -VEX, then we mean that x 
is a 03-rational point on X. If E is a locally free Ox-module, then we write ED for 
Honlot (El O*u). 
Let C be a smooth curve. We say that C has a gi, if C has a linear system of 
dimension r and of degree d. We also use the notation gi to indicate a particular 
linear system of dimension r and of degree d on C. 
If M??‘, then we write (A) for the linear span of A. Assume that C is em- 
bedded in p:’ and that D is an effective divisor on C. We define 
(D):=n{H, a hyperplane in P’:H- CZD}. 
If C is non-hyperelliptic and if C is canonically embedded, then the geometric 
Riemann-Roth Theorem says that 
dim(@)) = deg(D) - dim( 101) -- 1 
(set e.g. [4, p. 2481). We define 
W t’ write Kr for the canonical linear system on C. A divisor D on C is called a 
speci a. divisor on C if and only if [k’,. - l1j * 0. A linear system gi on C is called 
a spesial inear system on C if the elements of g; are special divisors on C. Let D1 
dnd 13, be two effective divisors on C. Then 
A - lnf(D,, D,) 
icy t11.: ct‘f‘cctkc divisor on C defined by tht: conditions that 
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Q-,420 for iE{lJ} 
and for each c-rational point x on C satisfying Dr -A - xz 0, the divisor II2 - 
A -.x is r.dt effective. Let gr and g2 be two linear systems on C. Assume that D is 
the divisor on C, defined by the condition that there exist linear systems g; and g; 
on C, having no common fixed points, so that gi =g,f+ D for i E { 1,2}. Then we say 
that gl and g2 are compounded by the same involution on C if and only if for each 
XE C and for any two divisors Di e g: (i E ( 1,2}), SO that D; -x> 0, we have 
deg(Inf(D,, D2)) 2 2. 
If D is a divisor on C, then we write O&I) for the sheaf on C associated to D, 
as it is defined in [6, p. 1441. 
Xesults 
In this paper, we are going to consider smooth curves having infinitely many 
g$s. Let ~,dEZ,2. If 
gc2d-3, 
then every smooth curve of genus g has infinitely many gi’s (see [5]). 
Lemma 1. Let g,dE& so that dig- 1. Let eEZ,, so that 
g>(e-2)d- eil . 
( 1 
Let C be a smooth curve 0-f genus g and let gl, . . . , ge be complete linear systems on 
C without fixed points and each one of them has dimension f and degree d. Assume 
that for each i,jE(l,..., e), with i + j, the linear systems gi and gJ are not COW 
pounded by the same involution on C. Then 
To prove this Itmma, we use the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let C be a non-hyperelliptic smooth curve of genus g and Iet D be a 
special divisor o,f degree d or: C such that 1 D\ has no fixed points. Let gi and g) 
be complete linear systems on C without fixed points, which are not compounded 
of the same involution on C. Moreover, assume that 1 D+ gj 1 and 1 D + g)i are 
special linear systems on C. If 
dim(iDj)= b, di +gJlJ=% dim(lD+g)i)=a2, 
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then 
dim( ID i- gf + g;i> L: a1 + a2 -t- 1 - I,. 
MOre0ver, ij” / DI and 8: (resp. / Dj and gf) are not compounded of the same involu- 
tion on C, then 
If 
then 
a+b+-12 (resp. a2 or b + 2). 
a,=b+2+a; and a2=b+2+a;, 
dim(jD+g~+&)za;+ai+b+S. 
Proof. Assume that C is canonically embedded. Let XE C and D1 E gi and D2 Es) 
such that 
SUPP(D*) n VP(D) = 0, swp(Dz) n wp(l>) = 0, 
Then 
s = inf(D1, D2), w(DHXDz)- 
hence 
CD1 + Dz+ D-x)=((D+ DJU(D,)), 
dim(( DI + Dz t D-s)) = dim((D + D,}) + dim((D2)) 
- dim(.( D + Dl) n (02)). 
Becwe of the geometric Riemann-Roth Theorem, one has 
dim((D>)=d- b- 1, 
dim((D+D,))=d+ e-a,- 1, 
dlm((D + Dz)) L= d + f- a2 - 1, 
Hence, 
dim({Q)) = f - 2. 




dim((D?)n(D+ D,))za,- b- 1. 
Hence, 
dim((Dl+Dz+D-x))ld+e-i-f--a,-a2+b-2. 
Therefore, because of the geometric Riemann-Roth Theorem, one has 
But _Y is not a fixed point of 1 D1 + D2 + DI, hence 
dim(*DI+Dz+D!)~al+az-b+ 1. 
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If IDI and g: are not compounded of the same involution on C, then there exist 
XEC and divisors D,E 101 and D+gi, such that inf(D,, D2) =x. Using the 
geometric Riemann-Roth Theorem, one finds that 
dim(lD+Di -xl)2 5+ 1. 
Rut x is not a fixed point of f D + D1 I, hence, 
dim((D+Dil)M+ 2. 
Proof of Lemma I. See also [I], but Lemma 2 provides a more geometric proof. 
Because, for i# j, the linear systems gi and gi are not compounded of the same in- 
volution on C, the curve C is non-hyperelliptic (see e.g. [ 15, Chapter VI, Theorem 
(741). Using Lemma 2 and induction on n, one can prove, for dk Zr3 and if . 
Is 1 + l ** + gdt _ 2l is special, that 
dim((g, + l *m +gJ)L: . 
But, because of the induction hypothesis, one finds that 
dim(lg, + l mg +gdp_&r 
and therefore lg, + l . . +g,)J is special if 
g>d’(d’-2)- d’;l . 
( > 
This proves Lemma 1. 
Remark. If the assumptions made in the statement of Lemma 1 are fulfilled, then, 
because of the Riemann-Roth Theorem, one has 
gred- 
Proposition 3. Let g E Z, _ and dE Z,,. Let C be a smooth curve of genus g. 
Assume that C has infinitely many complete gi ‘s, so that any two of them are not 
compounded by the same involution on C, then 
gr+d(d- 1). 
roof. Assume that 
g>+d(d- 1). 
Let g,, . . . . g&_ i be complete linear systems of degree d and dimension 1 0x1 c,, 
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without fixed1 points, so that any two of them are not compounded by the same in- 
volution on C. We can use Lemma 1 to conclude that 
dim( Igl + -0. +g&, l)r-;kl(d- 1). 
On the other hand, 
deg(g, + 0-0 +gd !)=d(d-- 1). 
From Clifford’s Theorem (see e.g. [6, p. 343, Theorem (5..4)]), it follows that 
Let gi _ I be a complete lintar system of dimension 1 and degree d on C without 
fised points, so that g;_ &{g,,...,gd-1) and so that gi_ 1 is not compounded by 
the same involutio’n on C with any of the linear systems gl, l -m T &_ 1 l In this case, 
taking gl, ... ,gd _2,gi_! instead of g,, . . ..gd+ we find that 
heilce 
This gives a contradiction with the existence of infinitely many complete g:‘s on C. 
This completes the pr gof of ihe proposition. 
Yotation 4. Let C be a smooth curve of genus i:>2. In what follows, we assume 
that we have chooser1 a base point PO on C. Let F%“(C) be the Picard variety of 
4’ whose c-rational points correspond to isomorphism classes of invertible Oc- 
modules of degree 0. 
If L is an invertible Oc-modllle of degree 0, then we write [L] for the correspon- 
ding c- rational point on Pit’(C). Consider the morphisrns 
I(d) : Ctf” -+ PicO(C) : Dw [O&D - dP,)j. 
The morphism I(l) is a closed immersion and it is also the Albanese mapping of C 
(WC c.g. [ 14, (0.5)J). WC ~11 PicO(C) the Jacobian variety of C and we denote it by 
J(C). I-et r,dG&. Let 
q:= {xeJ(C): Jim([l(d)l- ‘(x))Zr}. 
Those arc Znriski closed subsets of J(C). We also write &$ instead of wi. We write 
k for the C-rational pou:t [O,.(K - (2g - 2)Po)], on J(C) where K is a canonical 
divisor on C. 
ma 5. Let C be a smooth curve of genus g. Assume that Y is an irreducible com- 
nent of tt;’ such that YQ I+$. I + WI. Let e = dim Y and /et D E Cfd’ such that 
(D)E 1’. Then, dim((2Di)r2 t e. 
oof. Let A$,, be the fine moduli space of the smooth curves of genus g with a 
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level-n-structure and let n : rg,,, --d& be the universal family. Let x E IMs,. such 
that CS z-‘(x). Let @ : Hg,n,d +Mgrn be the fine moduli space of the couples (~,f) 
where x E M& and f is a covering Cx + lP1 of degree d. 
Let DE C(‘) such that 
[I(&l(O E y \( W,l_ I+ WI ). 
Let f: C+P* be a covering of degree d such that D is a fibre off. Let x be a point 
on A4g,n such that C+C and let y be the point on Hg,n,d corresponding to (x, f). 
Consider the exact sequence 
Because of the deformation theory of holomorphic maps (see [7]), there exists a 
canonical isomorphism 
and the tangent map d,(e) corresponds to the coboundary map 
6 : H’(C, Nf)+ H’(C, Tc). 
But the dimension of the irreducible component of #-l(x) containing y equals 
e + 3. Moreover, 
dim(ker(d,(@))) =dim( ker(6)) = dim(H’(C, f *( Tpb ))) 
and f *( Tpl) 2 0c(2D), hence 
dim(H’(C, Oc (2D))) 2 e + 3. 
This proves the lemma. 
Assumption A. Let f e Z1_ , q and let C be a smooth curve of genus g. Assume that 
there exists no covering @ : C-+C such that 1 <deg(@)<J 
In Theorem 6 and Lemma 7-10, we assume that assumption A holds. 
Theorem 6. Let f I= 2( f - 1) and assume that g > +f '(f' - I). One has: 
(a) If there exist r, d E 7 11 so that 
and 
then 
d-2r-f+2zO and d-.rrg-f 
dim(Wj)z&2r-f+2, 
dim(W,‘)=d-2r-f+2, 
and C is f-gonab, 
(b) C is d-gonal for each dz g -f+ 2. 
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Proof. Let f = 3. Asser?ion (b) is proved in [ 101 and in 181. Assertion (a) is proved 
in the Appendix of [12]. 
Assume from now on that f> 3 and assume that the theorem is true for f - t, with 
t E Z’ and 1s tsf - 2, instead of _,f. 
Let r, (9~ ,Z zl so that 
&--2r-f+2rO and d-rsg-f. 
Because C is not (f- I)-gonal, we know that 
dim(W,‘)<d-2r-f+3. 





Let r, d E H, I and assume that, for 1 se 5 r - I, one has 
dim( Wi:,‘) 5 (d - e) - 2(r - e) -f + 2. 
dirrl(W$jrd-2,r-f-+-2, 
dim( M’J. r+l)=d-r+l-f. 
Proof, The lemma triviall) holds for r = 1. A.ssume that rz2 and that the lemma 
holds for r - 5 instead of r Because of Proposition 3 in [8], one has 
dim( W(i : )>dim( Wi). 
Hence 
dim( Wbr_: )rd-2r-f+3. 
But, because of the assumptions, one has 
dim(W,‘$c:d--2r-f+3. 
Hence 
dim( u/,r-: )=d-2r-f+3=(d- 1)-2(r- I)-f+2 
and the lemma follows. 
Continuation oftheprooj qf Theorem 6. Because of Lemma 7, we can assume that 
there exist d’EZ_,, such that - 
d’--JzO and d’sg-f+ 1 
and 
dim( Wi,) = d’ -J 
. Let g 3 4f- 4. Assume t?!at, for d, r E Z 21 such that 
d-Zr-f+3>0 and d-rsg-f+l, 
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one has 
dim(Wd’)ld-2r-f+3. 
Let d’ E Z&-2 such that 
d’-fro and d’sg-f+ 1. 
Assume that Y is an irreducible component of Wif of dimension d’--$ Then, 
Yc w&-2+ w+,+,* 
Proof. The lemma trivially holds rior d’ = 2f - 2. Assume that d’- 2f + 2~5 0 and 
that the lemma holds for d’- 1 instead of d’. Assume that YC Wit_ 1 + WI. 
If XE Y so that x@ W,!_ 1 + W,, then 
2XE wg#-f+2 (see Lemma 4). 
(a) If d’lg-2f+3, then 
dim( W&,-*“)<f - 1 
(because of our assumption), hence 
d’- f (f - 2 and d’s 2J’- 2. 
(b) If d’>g-2f+3, then 
wd’-f+2=k_ wg-d’-f+l 
2d’ 2g-2-2d’ ’ 
If d’rg-f, then we obtain that 
dim( W&,-f’2)<f - 1 
(again because of our assumption), hence 
d’-fsf-2 and d’r2f-2. 




dim( It’” - 2f + 3 &-2f+2)=2f-49 
hence g~4f - 5, which is a contradiction with the assumption. 
Continuation of theproojkf Theorem 6. Because of Lemma 8, one can assume that 
there exist d’ such that f 5 d” 5 2f - 2 and Y, an irreducible component of W/,‘. such 
that dim(Y) = d’-f. In Lemma 9, we prove that there exists Q E Wi such that 
Y= (Q) + Wd"-f 
ePnma 9. Let d E Z such that f 5 d < 2f - 2 and assume that g> (g). Assume that Y 
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is an i.pre4ucible component of WJ of dimension d-f. Then, there exists Q E W’ 
such that 
Proof. Lemma 9 holds for d =f. Assume that d > f and that Lemma 9 holds for 
d - 1 instead of d. Assume that 
rcw:_,+w*. 
Because there exists no covering @ : Cd with 1 sdeg(#)<f, we know that C has 
infinitely many gj’s SO that any two of them are not compounded by the same in- 
volution on C. This is a contradiction with s>(!) (see Proposition 3). Hence, if Y 
is an irreducible component of Wi so that 
then 
dim(Y)=d-f, 
Y c W,l_ * + U’, 
and therefore, IV: _ 1 has an irreducible component Y’ of dimension d - 1 -f such 
that Y -= Y’+ IV’, . Because of our induction hypothesis, there exists Q E yt such 
that 
Y1= (e} + Ms:,-.f- 1, 
Contirt ratio/l of the proof of Theorem 6. Now, because I+:/! + 0, C is f-gonal and 
assertion (a) is proved. 
Because of our inductionhypothesis, we can assume that C is d-gonal for each 
d> g --.I‘+ 3. Because y/! 1 = 0, we know that 
dim( I42 /.+ -)sg-2f+-2. 
dim(M$’ ,+J)r;:-2.f+2. 
HUM, I*;l / + 2 is equidimensional of dimension g - 2j’+ 2. If C is not .f-gonad, 
I IlCIl 
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Lemma 10. Assume that 
&( W”_/+ 2) = dim( W”++ 2) = g - 2f + 2. 
Assume that, for d E Z,l such that d d g - f + E, one has the following property: if 
Y is an irreducible component of W,] of dimension d-f, then there exists Q E Wi 
such that Y- (0) + Wd+ Then, the curve C is (g -f + 2) -gonad. 
Proof. Assume that 
y&j-f+* = W&f+ 1+ Wl l 
For each irreducible component Y’ of Wi_f+z, there exists an irreducible com- 
ponent Y of Wi++ 1 of dimension g - 2f + 1 so that 
Y'= Y+ wp 
Because of the assumption, there exist QE Wi such that 
Y=(Q)+ wg-2f& 
and therefore 
Y’= {Q) + wg-2f+2* 
Hence, from our assumptions, it follows that 
w;- f+ 2= w’+ Wg-2f+p 
Let f < d<g -f + 2 and assume that 
Let R be an effective divisor on C of degree d with dim( 1 R)) = 1 and such that IR ( 
has no fixed points. Assume rhat C is canonically embedded. Then 
dim(( R)) = d - 2. 
There exist A =g -f - d - 2 points x1, . . . , xA on C, so that 
hence 
dim((R+q + l ** txA))=g-f, 
dim(lR+x, + ..* +.ql)= 1 
because of the geometric Riemann-Roth Theorem. BUI there exists a linear system 
gj. on C and A’=g-2f+2 points yI,...,yAS on C so that 
R-+x, + 90. +.qEg)+y,+“.+yp 
This gives a contradiction to f< d. This means that, for f<,~ < g --f-b 1, one has 
Fence, there exist exactly f - 2 integers a<g, such that there exists a morphism 
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p: C-M of degree a. From the results of [S], it follows that 
(see e.g. [IO], p. 69(v)). Hence, 
Wpl_/+ z* w;-f+ I + 4 
and there fore, C is (g -f + 2)-gonad. 
Continuation of the proof of Theorem 6. Because of Lemmas 8 and 9, the assump- 
tions of Lemma 10 are fulfilled. This proves assertion (b). 
In order ao gel better results than those obtairhed in Theorem 6, it would be in- 
teresting if one knows more about curves having inidely many g;‘s. In some 
examples, we are going to give re:“inements of Theorem 6. 
Theorem 18. Let ,&& &E,!, a/Id a&?‘_,,. If 
&m(Mi)r2a and U$==O, 
then M:; .#0. 
Proof. Consider J(C) x C and the projection morphisms 
p’:J(C)xC+J(C) and q’:J(C)xC-+C. 
Let A-E J(C) and let F be an O_,(r .), (.- Module. The fibre of 11’ over s gives a closed 
immer:;ion C --Q(C) x C. -We write F, for the inverse image of F by this closed 
imrwrsion. Consider the universal invertible sheaf L’ on J(C) x C so that 
L;.Nc.(D-dPt,) 
if DE Ctt’) so that [I(d)](D) =A*. Let 
17 
It is a lacally free C+Module of rank a. On Y x C, we have a natural Oy j( C- 
odule homomorphism 
whi de homomorphism 
,I, it follows that E M is ample, hence from 13, Theorem 
II], it follows that 
t empty. Here, if y is a -rational point on Y, we write ct( y) for the morphism 
obtained from d by e base extension Spec(C)-) Y corresponding to y. This 
proves that Hii 4 f 
Examples 12. (a) Let C De a smooth curve of genus gr 13. Assume that there exists 
no covering @:C--@ with 1 <deg(@)<4. 
We prove that the assertions (a) and (b) of Theorem 4, with f = 4, are true under 
these assumptions. 
If there exist r&H,, so that 
dim(M/,‘)rd-2r-220 and d-rsg-4 
then, because of Lemmas 7 and 8, 
dim( Wi ) = 2. 
If we prove that for each 2-dimensional irreducible component Y of Wi one has 
YC F+<’ + Wz, then, because of Lemma 9, C is (g - 2)-gonal. Hence, it is enough to 
prove that for each 2-dimensional irreducible compu.jent Y of Wi one has 
w,” + W’. Becawse there exist no covering @: C+c with 1 <deg(#)<4, the 
assumptions of Proposition 3 - with d= 5 - are fulfilled if there exists a one- 
dimensional irreducible component Y’ of I+‘,’ such that Y’C W,’ + WI. Hence, for 
each one-dimensional irreducible component Y’ of IV/ one has Y’C IV/ + WI. 
Assume that there exists a 2-dimensional irreducible component Y of W,’ SO that 
W, + W2. 1: follows that there exists a non-empty Zariski open subset U of Y 
so that each -!*ational point on W corresponds to a complete linear system gi on 
C without fixed points. Moreover, because of Lemma 5, 
dim(j2gQI 124. 
Applying Theopem I!, we know that C has a gl which is complete. Let gl be a 
complete gl[ on C and let gz be a complete gi without fixed points on C satisfying 
dirn( 12g2 1) 2 4. ecause of Lemma 2, one has 
13 hf. Coppens 
Hence, because of Lemma 2, one has 
Hence dim( M$>2. Becacrse of Lemma 7, we obtain 
dim( WI\) 2 8. 
It foll’ows from [12] that there exists a covering @: C--@ with 1 <deg(@)<4. This 
is a clontradiction with the assumptions. Hence, there exists no 2-dimensional ir- 
reducible component Y of W’i unless YC W4’ + &. 
(b) Let C be a smooth curve of genus gz21. Assume that there exists no covering 
Q,: C--d with 1 <deg(@)<S. We prove that the assertions (a) and (3) of Theorem 
4, with f =5, are true under these assumptions. 
If there exist r,& Z,, so that 
dim!IZ’,;)zd- 2 r-320 and d-rrg-5 
then, because oi Lemmas 7 and 8.) 
dim( W: ) = 3. 
If we prove that for each 3-dimensional irreducible component Y of W,’ one has 
I'C U>' t Cr>, then, because of lemma 10, C is (g- 3)-gonal. Hence it is enough to 
prove that for each 3-dimensional irreducible component Y of I+; one has 
YC rZ*i' + M', . Assume that there exists a 3-dimensional irreducible component Y of 
AA;sume that there exists a non-empty 
Gational point on U corresponds to a 
fised pcints. Hence, because of Lemma 
dim(j2g$)?5. 
Zariski open subset U of Y so that each 
complete linear system gl on C without 
5 -7 
Applying Theorem 11. we know that C has a g:, which has to be complete because 
there exist no coverings 0 : C ---@ with 1 < deg(#) < 5. Let g, be a complete g: on C 
and let .Q and gl be two different complete linear systems gi on C without fixed 
points SC) that dim( )2g,j) I 5 for i E (2,3). Because of Lemma 2, one has 
dim(;g, +g?i)>3. 




A+.Gn, because of Lemma 2, one has 
dim{ g, t2gz+g3j)> 12. 
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Also 
dim()g, +gz+2gJl)’ 12. 
Hence, because of lemma 2, one has 
dim(lg,+2g2+2gJ)z19. 
Hence dim( IV;!)> 3. Because of Lemma 7, 
dim(W,‘,)r:21. 
This is impossible because gl21. Hence, there exists no F-dimensional irreducible 
component Y of IV: unless YC w/ + FVi. 
Assume that gz22. Assume that Y’ is an irreducible component of w,’ of 
dimension 2. Because of Lemma 9, one has Y’C IV; i- F&. Hence, if gr22, then 
every irreducible component Y of FVsi of dimension 3 satisfies YC w,’ + wj. On 
the other hand, assume that g =21. If w:fB, then C is isomorphic to a plane 
curve of degree 8. Hence, dim( IV/) = 1. Therefore, if Y is an irreducible compo- 
nent of IV’ of dimension 2, then W,i= 0. Assume that there exists a 2-dimensional 
irreducible component Y’ of FK; so that 
But, if d,g&& so that g =jd(d- 1) and if C is a smooth curve of genus g havi;lg 
infinitely many g;‘s so that any two of them are not compounded of the same 
involution on C, then C is isomorphic to a smooth plane curve of degree d+ 1. This 
will be proved in the author’s Ph.D. Thesis. A proof can also be found in E.K. 
Hoff’s Master of Science thesis entitkd “Polygonal curves”, following ideas of G. 
Martens. But, if Y is a 2-dimensional irreducible component of IV,’ such that 
YC FV” + IVi, then, because oi‘ Proposition 3, YC w,’ + IV& Hence, if g=21 and if 
Y is an irreducible componen; of fli of dimension 3, then YC W,’ + K”j. 
In Example 6(c), we are goir 73 to give another argument that can be used to 
examine the case g = 21. 
(c) Let C be a smooth curve of g;,“nur gr33. Assume that there exists no covering 
@: C-+C with 1 <deg(@)<6. We? prove that the assertions (a) and (b) of Theorem 
4, with f=6, are true under thcr;e assumptions. 
If there exist r,d&& so that 
dim(W,‘)?d- 2r-4.30 and d-rrg-6 
then, because of Lemmas 7 and 8, 
dim( I+$-,) =4. 
If we prove that for each 4-dimensional irreducible component Y of IV1b one has 
YC w,’ + IV’, then, because of Lemma 10, C is (g- 4)-gonal. Hem.*:, it is enough 
to prove that for each 4-dimensional irreducible component Y of Ib one has 
YC W,’ t W,. Let Y be a 4-dimensional irreducible component of &b. 
20 M. Coppens 
Assume that there exists a non-empty Zariski open subset U of Y so that each 
Grational point on U corresponds to a complete linear system g& on C without 
fited points. Because of Lemma 5, 
dim( (2g,‘01)z6. 
Applying Theorem 5, we know that C has a gi, which has to be complete because 
there exists no covering # : C+ c such that 1< deg(@) < 6. Let gr be a complete gj 
on C and let g;? and gj be two different complete linear systems gio on C without 
fixed points and 50 that dim( I2gi i> > 6 for i E { 2,3 js. Using Lemma 2 in exactly the 




We can apply Theorem 4 to conclude that C is 4-gonal. This gives a contradiction 
;vi: h the fact that there exi jts no covering @ : C -+C with 1 < deg(@) < 6. Hence, 
Yc W:,’ f W, . 
Assume that g:r 37. Assume that Y’ is an irreducible component of Wy’ of dimen- 
sion 3. Because of Lemma 4 one has Y’C B$* + JJ$. Hence, if g 2 37, then every 
irreducible component Y of 6 7f’,i, of dimension 4 satisfies YC IV’ + IV& If g = 36, 
then one can repeat he arguments of the case g = 22 in Example (b). Let g = 35. In 
the author’s Ph.D. Thesis, the following statement will be proved. If d, g E Ezz so 
that g = jd(d -- I ) - 1 and if C is a smooth curIre of genus g having infinitely many 
g,i’s so that any two of them are not compounded of the same involution on C, 
then C is birationarly equivalent o a plane ci_.rve of degree d+ 1. Using this, one 
can again argue as in the case g= 36. 
One can also argue as follows. Let Y be #an irreducible component of Wi of 
dimension 3 such that YQ tib’ + I&. If YC IS& then, because of Theorem 6, one 
has that C is t rigonal, which is a cant radictioll to the fact that there exist no mor- 
phisms 2 : C‘ -c such that 1 < deg(@) <6. Because of Lemma 9, if YC W,’ + W,, 
d-m ?‘C &’ + H+. Hence, Y contains a non-empty Zariski open subset V of Y’ so 
that each ,” -rational point on V corresponds to a complete linear system g: without 
fixed point. Moreover, because of Lemma 5, 
dim( 2g$)rS. 
ikcawe of Theorem 10, it follows that C has a g: which is complete because gz 22 
;lnd there exist no coverings @ : C-d with 1 c deg(@)a:Ci. Let g1 be a complete gi 
on c‘ and let g2,,qq and gttj be three different complete linear systems g: on C 
u ithout fixed points so that dim( 29, ( ) 15 for i E (2,3,4}. Using Lemma 2, one can 
prove that 
The gonality of a smooth curve 21 
and because gr33, we conclude that C is 4-gonal which is a contradiction with the 
fact that there exists no covering @ : C--@ with 1 <deg(@) c 6. Hence, if gz 33 and 
if Y is an irreducible component of IV& of dimension 4, then YC Wi + W4. 
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Note added in proof 
Some of the results are also obtained in R. Horiuchi’s paper: “Gap orders of 
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